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Memories are classified as consolidated (stable) or labile according to whether they withstand amnestic treatment, or not. In contrast to the

general prevalence of this classification, its neuronal and molecular basis is poorly understood. Here, we focused on consolidated and labile

memories induced after a single cycle training in the Drosophila aversive olfactory conditioning paradigm and we used mutants to define the

impact of cAMP signals. At the biochemical level we report that cAMP signals misrelated in eitherrutabaga (rut) or dunce (dnc) mutants separate

between consolidated anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM) and labile anesthesia-sensitive memory (ASM). Those functionally distinct cAMP

signals act within different neuronal populations: while rut-dependent cAMP signals act within Kenyon cells (KCs) of the mushroom bodies to

support ASM, dnc-sensitive cAMP signals support ARM within antennal lobe local neurons (LNs) and KCs. Collectively, different key positions

along the olfactory circuitry seem to get modified during storage of ARM or ASM independently. A precise separation between those functionally

distinct cAMP signals seems mandatory to allocate how they support appropriate memories.

Introduction
The memory consolidation theory sorts memory according to
whether it withstands an amnestic treatment, or not (Lechner et
al., 1999). In Drosophila aversive olfactory learning, two different
types of consolidated (stable) memories have been characterized:
long-term memory (LTM), which relies on de novo protein syn-
thesis, and anesthesia-resistant memory (ARM), which does not
(Tully et al., 1994; Yin et al., 1994). In contrast to LTM, ARM is
induced by a single cycle training and is an integral component of
mid-term memory (MTM) typically quantified at 3 h after con-
ditioning (Tully et al., 2003). Another memory phase reliably
induced by single cycle training and adhered within MTM is
anesthesia-sensitive memory (ASM), which is sensitive to retro-
grade amnesia and erased by experimental cooling (Tempel et al.,
1983). Based on the finding that ASM, but not ARM, is affected in
rutabaga (rut) mutants, Isabel et al. (2004) suggested that these
memories are independently acquired.

Recent advancements have transformed Drosophila from a
model to define the genetic basis of those memories into a model to

understand the neuronal circuitry function supporting them. Ke-
nyon cells (KCs) of the mushroom bodies (MBs) have received con-
siderable attention, as they form one critical neuron population of a
larger circuit engaged for support of odor memories. MBs represent
an anatomical convergence point for conditioned stimulus (CS) and
unconditioned stimulus (US)-related impulses, i.e., neuronal repre-
sentations of the olfactory cue—the CS—and electric shock rein-
forcement—the US. Synaptic plasticity within MB intrinsic neurons
is regulated by the cAMP/PKA (protein kinase A) pathway and rep-
resents a critical molecular signal for support of either ARM or ASM
(Schwaerzel et al., 2007; Horiuchi et al., 2008; Knapek et al.,
2011). Ca 2�-sensitive type 1 adenylyl cyclase (AC1) and cAMP-
specific type 4 phosphodiesterase (PDE4) affected in Drosophila
learning mutants rutabaga (rut-AC1) and dunce (dnc-PDE4) af-
fect very different aspects of cAMP signaling: while AC1 is pro-
posed to act as contiguity detector for Ca 2�/calmodulin and
G-protein signals (Abrams and Kandel, 1988), PDE4 is involved
in restricting cAMP signals to particular subcellular locations
(Houslay, 2010). Intriguingly, recent imaging studies showed that
both aspects of cAMP signaling, e.g., rut-dependent detection of
CS/US contingency and dnc-dependent compartmentalization of
cAMP signals, were engaged in KCs under experimental conditions
that resembled olfactory conditioning (Tomchik and Davis, 2009;
Gervasi et al., 2010).

Here, we performed genetic rescue of rut1 and dnc1 mutants
within a side-by-side comparison and report that labile ASM
and consolidated ARM are doubly dissociated on biochemical
and neuronal levels. We show that ASM requires rut-AC1
within KCs, while consolidated ARM required dnc-PDE4
within KCs and local neurons of antennal lobes (ALs). Our
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results allocated functionally different cAMP signals to the
particular odor memories they support and suggest that the
olfactory pathway holds two different types of memory inde-
pendent of each other.

Materials and Methods
Fly care. Flies were raised at 24°C and 60% relative humidity with a 14/10
h light-dark cycle on cornmeal-based food after the Würzburg receipt
(Guo et al., 1996). Genetic crosses were performed according to standard
procedures. Flies to be tested in behavioral experiments were transferred
to fresh food vials for up to 48 h before the test. Genotypes including the
Gal80 ts repressor (McGuire et al., 2003) were raised at permissive tem-
perature (19°C) and placed at 30°C for 14 –18 h to inactivate the Gal80 ts

repressor before testing associative memory performance. Experimental
flies for dnc-RNAi knockdown were kept at 30°C to efficiently express the
knockdown construct. All experiments were performed with 3- to 5-d-
old male F1 progeny of homozygous parental lines. Genetic lines used in
this study were not outcrossed to a reference strain with a specific genetic
background.

Behavioral experiments. Behavioral experiments were performed in
dim red light at 70% relative humidity with isoamyl acetate (1:100 dilu-
tion in mineral oil presented in a 14 mm cup) and ethyl acetate (1:200
dilution in mineral oil presented in a 14 mm cup) serving as olfactory
cues and 120 V AC current serving as behavioral reinforcer. Associative
training was applied following the single-cycle training procedure de-
scribed by Tully and Quinn (1985). For measuring performance of short-
term memory (STM), flies were tested immediately after the end of the
training session; that is, exactly 3 min after onset of training. Perfor-
mance of MTM and ARM was determined at 3 h after training and flies
were transferred to neural containers without food for the resting period.
For separation of consolidated ARM and labile ASM, two groups of flies
were separately trained and one group was cooled in an ice-bath (0°C) for
90 s at 2.5 h after training and tested for odor memory after 30 min of
recovery (cold� group). This treatment erases the labile ASM compo-
nent; thus, performance of the cold� group is solely due to ARM. In
contrast, ASM was calculated by subtracting the performance index of
the cold� group (which performed due to ARM) from performance of
the cold� group, which performed due to ASM and ARM (Knapek et al.,
2011). Nonassociative controls were performed as previously described
(Schwaerzel et al., 2003). Calculation of behavioral indices was done as
originally introduced by Tully and Quinn (1985).

Phosphodiesterase assays. Phosphodiesterase (PDE) assays were per-
formed essentially as previously described (Day et al., 2005). Briefly, for
each sample 10 –15 heads were dissected from 7- to 9-d-old flies and
homogenized in 50 �l of KHEM buffer (50 mM KCl, 50 mM HEPES, 1.94

mM MgCl2, 10 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.4). Samples were cleared by
centrifugation at 21,000 � g at 4°C for 10 min, supernatants were re-
moved to a fresh tube, and the protein concentrations were determined
by Bradford assay. The cAMP-PDE activity of the samples was deter-
mined at a 1 �M final substrate concentration.

Generation of transgenic flies. dunce RNAi transgenic lines carry dunce-
specific sequence that will form hairpin loops when expressed under
control of the upstream activator sequence (UAS) promoter. In brief, we
generated RNAi constructs by cloning a 580 base pair fragment of dunce
transcript D (base pairs 1617–2197) as an inverted repeat into the pWIZ
vector. This fragment comprises five exons (exons 10 –14 of transcript D)
common to all dunce transcripts. The fragment was amplified using stan-
dard PCR methods with forward and reverse primers 5�-GCACTCTAGA
GGTTTCGATGTAGAAAATGG-3� and 5�-GCACTCTAGAATATATT
C-GGAAATCTGATTTCC-3�, respectively, and sequentially cloned into
the AvrII and NheI sites of pWIZ (Lee and Carthew, 2003). The resulting
construct was used to transform w1118 embryos using standard Dro-
sophila micro-injection techniques (BestGene Inc).

Statistical analysis. Comparisons were performed between multiple
genotypes using one-way ANOVA with a post hoc test including Bonfer-
roni correction for multiple comparisons. Significance is indicated by
letters (a, b, c. . . ) within the figures.

Analysis of Gal4 expression patterns. Whole-mount immunofluores-
cent preparation of the brain was described in a previous study (Thum et
al., 2006). Micro-dissection was performed in Ringer’s solution to re-
move cuticle and connective tissues. Brains were fixed in PBS (Sigma)
containing 4% formaldehyde for 2 h on ice and subsequently rinsed with
PBT three times at room temperature. Blocking of samples was per-
formed in 5% normal goat serum (Sigma) in PBT (PBS, BSA and
Triton-X 100) for 2 h; afterward brains were incubated with the primary
antibodies in blocking solution at 4°C for 2 d. The following primary
antibodies were used: mouse monoclonal anti-synapsin 3C11 (1:10, De-
velopmental Studies Hybridoma Bank at the University of Iowa) and
rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP (1:1000, Invitrogen; A6455). Samples were
washed three times for 10 min and once for 2 h with PBT and incubated
with secondary antibodies in blocking solution at 4°C for 2 d. Goat anti-
rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (1:200, Invitrogen) and goat anti-mouse Alexa
Fluor 647 (1:200, Invitrogen) were used for detection of the primary
antibodies. After five 10 min rinses with PBT, brains were mounted in
Vectashield (Vector Labs) and confocal image stacks were taken with a
Leica TCS SP5 at 1 �m steps with a 20� glycerol objective. The resulting
image stacks were projected and analyzed with ImageJ (NIH) software;
adjustments to contrast and brightness as well as rotations and organiza-
tion of images were performed in Photoshop (Adobe).

Figure1. The cAMP signaling mutants dnc1 and rut1 separately affect consolidated and labile odor memories. At 3 h after conditioning, performance of MTM is driven by two coexisting memories
referred to as ASM or ARM directly reflecting their endurance of a post-acquisition anesthetic treatment. For experimental restrictions ASM is not accessible to direct measurement but is calculate
by subtracting ARM performance (determined after cold amnestic treatment) from memory performance of an untreated group that is composed of ASM and ARM. A, B, rut1 and dnc1 mutants doubly
dissociate between performance of consolidated ARM or labile ASM. While the dnc1 mutant lacks ARM, the rut1 mutant lacks ASM. C, At the level of 3 h MTM, rut1 and dnc1 mutants appear equally
impaired in performance. D, rut1 and dnc1 mutants exhibit reduced, yet significant levels of STM (measured 3 min after training) that are abolished in double mutants. E, Perception of task relevant
stimuli is not affected in the rut1, dnc1 double mutant. All data represent means � SEM; N � 8. Different characters indicate significant differences at the level of p � 0.01.
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Results
rut-AC1 and dnc-PDE4 allocate cAMP signals to support of
either ARM or ASM
Consolidated ARM and labile ASM are proportionate compo-
nents of MTM that coexist at 3 h after aversive olfactory condi-
tioning and can be separately quantified when cold-amnestic
treatment is applied 30 min before testing 3 h odor memory
(Tempel et al., 1983). When analyzing ARM and ASM, we dis-
covered that the cAMP signaling mutant dnc1 and rut1 separate
between those memories: while ARM was abolished in the dnc1

mutant (Fig. 1A: F(2,21) � 20.15, p � 0.01) those animals showed
wild-type ASM and the reverse situation applied to the rut1 mu-
tant (Fig. 1B: F(2,21) � 11.87, p � 0.01). In this respect, the defect
observed in 3 h MTM (Fig. 1C: F(2,21) � 20.15, p � 0.01) was
misleading to a certain extent, as neither the rut1 nor the dnc1

mutant was impaired in all aspects of learning, but rather diamet-
rically affected in one of two coexisting odor memories. Thus,
one might ask how those particular signals might be distributed
within the Drosophila brain to separately support different mem-
ories? The rut-dependent cAMP signals have been localized to
mushroom body KCs by numerous studies (Davis, 2011). At the
same time, a formal mapping of dnc-PDE4 function in support
odor memory is still pending, although former studies have
shown that Dnc protein is abundant and enriched in KCs (Nig-
horn et al., 1991).

In our approach to establish genetic tools for tissue-specific
manipulation of dnc-PDE4, we first focused on impaired STM,
the phenotype originally reported for rut1 and dnc1 mutants (Du-
dai et al., 1976; Livingstone et al., 1984). STM was markedly
reduced with a significant level of performance remaining unaf-
fected in either mutant (Fig. 1D). This residual level, however,
was abolished in a dnc1, rut1 double mutant, F(3,25) � 33.41, p �
0.01. At the same time, the perception of task relevant stimuli was
unaffected (Fig. 1E) excluding the trivial explanation that double
mutants were anosmic or impaired in nociception. Rather, rut1

and dnc1 mutants seem to separate labile ASM from consolidated
ARM at 3 h, as well as appropriate STM precursors immediately
after training. We reasoned to use this STM impairment to estab-
lish tissue-specific manipulation of dnc-PDE4.

Establishing tissue-specific manipulation of dnc-PDE4 within
the Drosophila brain
We used the Drosophila GAL4-UAS system (Brand and Perri-
mon, 1993) to modulate dnc-PDE4 activity by use of either RNA
interference or genetic rescue, i.e., the ectopic expression of UAS-
dnc� cDNA within an otherwise dnc1 mutant background (Fig.
2). Either approach successfully modulated PDE activity when
measured within head homogenates: neuronal knockdown of
dnc-PDE4 diminished cAMP-specific PDE activity, whereas ge-
netic rescue under control of the neuronal elav-Gal4 driver ele-
vated PDE activity from reduced to wild-type levels (Fig. 2A:
F(7,24) � 6.20, p � 0.05). Genetic controls bearing either of the
elements alone did not affect PDE activity. Consequences on
aversive STM were as expected: while we noticed reduced perfor-
mance of STM upon genetic knockdown, conversely, rescue of
performance occurred after neuronal expression of UAS-dnc�
cDNA within an otherwise dnc1 mutant background (Fig. 2B:
F(7,42) � 22.52, p � 0.01). Finally, we used the temperature-
sensitive Gal80 ts repressor (McGuire et al., 2004) to restrict ex-
pression of the UAS-dnc� rescue construct to the adult stage
(Fig. 2C). As adult-specific expression sufficed for rescue of per-
formance to wild-type levels, F(5,27) � 18.32, p � 0.01, we con-
cluded that dnc-PDE4 was not necessary for development of the

Figure 2. Specific modulation of dnc-PDE4 by genetic means. Transgenic expression of either
dnc-specific double stranded RNAi or wild-type dnc� cDNA within a dnc1 mutant background mod-
ulates cAMP-specific PDE activity and correlates with performance of STM. A, dnc1 mutants exhibit
reduced PDE activity within head homogenates, similar to animals that express the dnc-RNAi knock-
down construct under control of the neuron-specific elav-Gal4 element. Conversely, PDE activity was
rescued to wild-type levels when wild-type dnc� cDNA was expressed in an otherwise dnc1 mutant
background. Genetic controls did not affect PDE activity. B, Performance of odor memory correlated
with dnc-PDE4 activity. Neuron-specific knockdown of dnc-PDE4 activity affected STM. Conversely,
geneticrescueofdnc1 mutantsrestoredmemoryperformancetowild-typelevels.Geneticcontrolsdid
not affect memory performance. C, Expressing dnc� cDNA at the adult stage by use of the
temperature-sensitive Gal80 ts repressor sufficed for rescue of memory performance. All data repre-
sent means�SEM. Sample sizes for PDE activity assays were N�3 and for behavioral assays N�8.
Different characters indicate statistical significances at the level of p � 0.01.
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CNS but rather acutely required for the associative process in
adults, consistent with previous work (Dauwalder and Davis,
1995). With a genetic toolbox successfully established we pro-
ceeded to define neuronal correlates of dnc-PDE4 function for
support of odor memory.

dnc-PDE4 supports odor memory within antennal lobes and
mushroom bodies
Olfactory information about the surrounding environment is in-
ternally represented by neural activity within the olfactory path-
way of the brain. In Drosophila, this pathway follows a
stereotyped organization analogous to the mammalian olfactory
bulb (Vosshall and Stocker, 2007): airborne chemicals result in
activation of olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) that project
their axons to the ALs. At this level, information is computed
within the layers of LNs and projection neurons (PNs) and con-
veyed to higher olfactory centers, i.e., the lateral horn and the
MBs (Sachse et al., 2007; Aso et al., 2009; Chou et al., 2010). To
test which neuronal populations of this circuit require dnc-PDE4
we used a set of Gal4 lines, each driving expression in a given
neural layer, i.e., OR83b drives expression in ORNs, GH298 and
NP1227 in GABAergic LNs of the ALs, NP225 in PNs and mb247
in MBs (see Fig. 3 for expression patterns).

First, we targeted the RNAi-knockdown construct to individ-
ual neuron populations to identify those that require dnc-PDE4
for STM performance (Fig. 4A). Knockdown at the level of Gal4
lines GH298 or NP1227 that mark GABAergic LNs of the ALs
decreased memory performance, F(6,44) � 30.56, p � 0.01. Sur-
prisingly, knockdown at the level of ORNs, PNs, or MBs was
without effect. Next, we used tissue-specific dunce rescue within
individual neuron populations, including OR83b, GH298,
NP1227, NP225, and mb247, but failed to restore memory per-
formance regardless of which stage of the olfactory pathway was
targeted, F(6,40) � 25.66, p � 0.01 (Fig. 4B). We then went for
combinations of two drivers. Of note, a successful rescue re-
quired simultaneous expression of UAS-dnc� within LNs of the
antennal lobes and KCs of the mushroom bodies. This combina-
tion was achieved by two specific combinations of Gal4 lines, i.e.,

mb247 with GH298, or mb247 with the LN-Gal4 driver NP1227,
which produced partial but significant rescue, F(6,44) � 39.78, p �
0.01 (Fig. 4C). Thus, our results suggest that dnc-PDE4 function
is needed in two “stages” of the olfactory pathway, LNs and KCs.
Moreover, KCs and LNs supported nonredundant functions, as
revealed by the failure of separate rescue.

LN cell bodies are located in two clusters, i.e., one cluster
located dorsolateral to the antennal lobe and a separate cluster
more ventrally (Chou et al., 2010). Our results favored dorsolat-
eral, but not ventral, LNs as critical localization for dnc-PDE4 in
support of aversive odor memory. First, the Gal4 expression pat-
terns revealed by the dunce rescue include two lines marking
dorsolateral GABAergic LNs, i.e., GH298-Gal4, which marked 28
LNs, and NP1227-Gal4, which marked 	18 LNs (Sachse et al.,
2007; Chou et al., 2010). Second, OK107-Gal4 marked 	103 LNs
of the ventral cluster (Chou et al., 2010) but failed to rescue odor
memory (Fig. 5B). Markedly, the OK107 pattern includes 	1900
KCs (Aso et al., 2009) and rescued memory performance when
UAS-dnc� cDNA was simultaneously expressed within the
GH298 pattern to include dorsolateral LNs (Fig. 5B). Third,
knockdown of dnc-PDE4 with OK107 did not affect odor learn-
ing (PI � 68.2 � 2.4; N � 8) further supporting the conclusion
that Dnc function within ventral LNs was dispensable for odor
learning. It was striking that dnc-RNAi did not affect odor mem-
ory when expressed in KCs. We speculated that restrictions in
expression of the Gal4 lines might be causal for this outcome, i.e.,
mb247 and OK107 mark comprehensive fractions of the mush-
room body but not the entire set of 
2000 KCs (Technau, 1984),
thus retaining a reasonable number of KCs with Dnc function in
either combination.

Together, these results relate dnc-PDE4 function in GABAer-
gic LNs to KCs for support of the dnc-dependent fraction of
STM.

dnc-PDE4 and rut-AC1 support memory within different
KC circuits
While KCs have long been recognized as neuronal correlate of
rut-AC1, the presumed site of odor-shock convergence support-

Figure 3. Immunohistochemical analysis of Gal4 drivers targeting distinct stages of the olfactory pathway. Several Gal4 lines specific for different layers of the olfactory pathway were crossed to
UAS-mCD8::GFP and double-stained by anti-GFP (green) and anti-synapsin (magenta) as a neuronal marker. Each main panels show a frontal view of z-projections of 1 �m sections revealing the
expression pattern of the driver line in the brain. For the insets, on the upper right side a single section focusing on the peduncle is shown, followed by a single section of the antennal lobe underneath.
A, Schematic representation of the olfactory pathway: first-order ORNs convey odor information to the antennal lobe, which is innervated by GABAergic and cholinergic local interneurons. Second
order PNs distribute the olfactory information to higher brain centers, MB calyx and lateral horn. Mushroom body intrinsic neurons, the Kenyon cells represent third-order olfactory neurons and are
presumed site of a memory trace for aversive associative odor memory. B, Or83b Gal4 shows a specific staining for a large set of ORNs, but lacks expression in the MB. C, GH298 shows staining mainly
restricted to a set of local interneurons, limited MB expression is also seen at the center of the penduncle. D, NP1127 shows a specific staining for a set of local interneurons. E, NP225 specifically labels
approximately two-thirds of the PNs. F, mb247 Gal4 drives GFP expression particularly in a comprehensive set of the intrinsic MB Kenyon cells.
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ing ASM, our analysis identified KCs as neuronal localization of
dnc-PDE4 function. Thus, two different enzymes involved in reg-
ulation of cellular cAMP levels localize to MBs directly raising
questions how dnc-PDE4 and rut-AC1 are organized at the level
of KC populations? To address that issue we used genetic rescue
of either mutant in a site-by-site comparison focusing on Gal4
lines expressing within different lobe systems of the mushroom
bodies, i.e., �/�, prime, or � lobes (Aso et al., 2009).

While rut1 mutants exhibited approximately one-third of
wild-type performance, expression of UAS-rut� cDNA under
control of OK107 or mb247 sufficed for restoring STM perfor-
mance to wild-type levels, F(8,58) � 42.33, p � 0.01 (Fig. 5A). In
contrast, more refined Gal4 drivers that restricted expression to
particular MB lobe systems failed to rescue, i.e., when marking
the �/� lobes with 17d-Gal4, the � lobes with NP1131-Gal4 or the
prime lobes with c305a- or c320-Gal4, respectively. These data
supported previous findings that placed rut-AC1 function within
KCs of the �/� or � lobes at a central position for support of STM
(Zars et al., 2000; McGuire et al., 2004; Akalal et al., 2006; Blum et
al., 2009).

In the case of dnc1 mutants our experiments identified redun-
dant KC circuits that, in combination with LNs, were able to
restore STM when rescued within either �/�, � or even prime
lobes, F(14,88) � 43.19, p � 0.01 (Fig. 5B). As dnc1 has been clas-
sified as a hypomorph by means of cAMP-specific PDE activity
measured in head homogenates (Davis, 1996), we cannot exclude
the possibility that much more refined sets of neurons might
suffice dnc-PDE4 for support of STM.

Different key positions of the olfactory pathway are modified
for supporting ARM or ASM
After mapping the neuronal distribution of where either rut-AC1
or dnc-PDE4 supported STM, we next addressed which neurons
required those enzymes to support either ARM or ASM at 3 h
after conditioning. According to the neuronal requirements for
STM support, we used the same Gal4 lines and showed that con-
solidated ARM and labile ASM both required the cAMP-
modulating enzymes in identical neuronal subtypes that were
identified to facilitate appropriate STM precursors: the ASM im-
pairment of rut1 mutants was restored by rescue within KCs of
�/� and � lobes, F(4,27) � 38.67, p � 0.01 (Fig. 6A), while the
restoration of ARM impairment required dnc-PDE4 within LNs
of the antennal lobes and KCs of either lobe system, F(7,46) �
23.94, p � 0.01 (Fig. 6B). Within a reciprocal approach we
showed that expression of the dnc-RNAi construct specifically
affected ARM, but not ASM, when expressed in a pan neuronal
fashion under control of the elav-Gal4 line, F(4,32) � 17.02, p �
0.01 (Fig. 6C). More restricted expression within LNs by use of
the GH298-Gal4 line disrupted ARM, while expression in the
KC-specific pattern of mb247-Gal4 did not. Thus, neither STM
nor ARM were affected by RNAi expressed under control of a
KC-specific Gal4 driver.

Discussion
Here, we showed that consolidated ARM is separated from labile
ASM by (1) the neurons of the olfactory pathway that require
cAMP signaling, and (2) the particular enzymes involved in reg-
ulation of appropriate cAMP signals. We showed that rut-AC1 is
required for labile ASM simultaneously within KCs of �� and �
type, and dnc-PDE4 within KCs and antennal lobe LNs for sup-
port of ARM. Given the assumption that those distinct cAMP
signals link to regulation of synaptic plasticity, our results suggest

Figure 4. Local neurons of the antennal lobes and Kenyon cells of the mushroom bodies are
cellular correlates of dnc-PDE4 in support of odor memory. Knockdown or rescue of dnc function
was used to define its neuronal correlates for support of STM. A, Targeting dnc-RNAi to distinct
stages of the olfactory pathway affected memory performance at the level of GABAergic LNs
marked in GH298 or NP1227. B, Conversely, dnc rescue at individual stages of the olfactory
pathway did not improve performance. C, Successful rescue required dnc� cDNA under the
combined control of GH298 and mb247, marking 	28 GABAergic LNs in addition to 1600 KCs.
The alternative combination of NP1227 marked 	18 GABAergic LNs and partially rescued
memory performance when combined with the mb247 pattern. All data represent means �
SEM; N � 8. Different characters indicate significant differences at the level of p � 0.01.
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that labile ASM and consolidated ARM are separately encoded
within different neuron populations of the olfactory pathway.

rut-dependent plasticity supports labile ASM in KCs of the
�� and � type
Drosophila olfactory conditioning requires temporal contingency
between the olfactory CS and reinforcing electric shock, the US
(Tanimoto et al., 2004). One anatomical correlate of CS/US con-
vergence within the Drosophila brain is mushroom body KCs,
higher order olfactory neurons, where dopaminergic neurons
provide US-related impulses onto the olfactory pathway (Aso et
al., 2010, 2012). At the molecular level, type 1 adenylyl cyclase acts
as contingency detector for Ca 2�/calmodulin and G-protein sig-
nals and accordingly, rut-AC1 is supposed to integrate CS-related
Ca 2� signals with US-related G-protein signals at the level of KCs
(Tomchik and Davis, 2009; Gervasi et al., 2010). Consistent with
this hypothesis the PKA signaling cascade and further down-
stream effectors of synaptic efficacy, like synapsin and tomosyn,
localize to KCs (Schwaerzel et al., 2007; Knapek et al., 2010; Chen
et al., 2011; Michels et al., 2011).

By means of the rut1 rescue, our data indicate a logic intercon-
nection between KCs of the different lobe systems. Especially,
KCs of the �/� and � type are simultaneously required for rescue

of labile ASM (and its STM precursor). This result is contradic-
tive to the previous finding that KCs of either �/� or � type
rescued within a rut 2080 background (Zars et al., 2000; McGuire
et al., 2003; Akalal et al., 2006). We suggest that choice of the
particular rut-allele is affecting the outcome of appropriate res-
cue experiments due to residual AC1 activity within the com-
monly used rut2080 background (Pan et al., 2009). In contrast to
rut2080, rut1 mutants bear a point mutation within the catalytic
site of AC1 and abolish Ca 2�-dependent cyclase activity, thus
formally classify as functional null allele for assumed CS/US con-
vergence detection (Pan et al., 2009).

ASM is not sufficiently supported by rut-dependent plasticity
of KCs but rather requires prolonged neural activity as revealed
by the retrograde amnesia induced after amnestic cooling. Par-
ticularly, the prime lobe KCs, as well as the DPM neuron, is
essentially required to stabilize ASM as it maturates over time by
release of the amnesiac neuropeptide (Waddell et al., 2000; Yu et
al., 2005; Krashes et al., 2007). Direct electrical connections be-
tween DPM and two anterior paired lateral (APL) neurons fur-
ther recruit the two GABA-positive APL neurons, which provide
negative feedback to modulate the representation of odor im-
pulses at the level of KCs (Liu and Davis, 2009; Liu et al., 2009;
Papadopoulou et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011). Downstream of this

Figure 5. rut-AC1 and dnc-PDE4 support STM within different mushroom body circuits. Genetic rescue of either rut1 or dnc1 mutants was performed site-by-site for STM. A, Rut rescue required
combined expression of UAS-rut� cDNA within KCs of the �/� and � lobes, as this represents the cut-set of expression from OK107- and mb247-Gal4. Restricting the rescue to �/�, � or prime
lobes separately, did not rescue. B, dnc rescue required combined expression of UAS-dnc� cDNA within GABAergic LNs marked by GH298 and any type of KCs,. i.e., �/�, � or prime lobes. All data
represent means � SEM; N � 8. Different characters indicate significant differences at the level of p � 0.01.

Figure 6. Two functionally distinct cAMP signals support ARM and ASM within different neuronal circuits. ARM and ASM are supported by different neuronal correlates of cAMP signaling. A,
rut-AC1-dependent cAMP signals are simultaneously required within KCs of the �/� and � neurons to support performance of ASM, while ARM was unaffected. B, Performance of ARM requires
dnc-PDE4 function within GABAergic LNs of the antennal lobes in combination with any type of KCs. Within mushroom bodies there is functional redundancy between KCs of the �/�, prime or �
systems. The performance of ASM was unaffected. C, In a reciprocal approach the dnc-RNAi construct disrupted ARM when expressed under control of elav-Gal4 or GH298-Gal4, but not with
mb247-Gal4. All data represent means � SEM; N � 8. Different characters indicate significant differences at the level of p � 0.01.ht
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KC-DPM-APL network that is engaged during dynamic modu-
lation of ASM over time, the labile memory is encoded by rut-
dependent plasticity within KCs of the �/� and � type (Fig. 7A).
From here, conditioned avoidance is supposed to be mediated by
mushroom body extrinsic neurons (Séjourné et al., 2011). Those
would be in an adequate anatomical position to detect and per-
mute the convergent plasticity within KCs of the �/� and � type
into behavior. Such system is reminiscent of a filter tuned to
avoid false-positive outcomes that might be provided by plastic-
ity within either �/� or � type KCs alone. Given the aversive
nature of the memory response that inevitably would result in
abstinence of rare natural resources, a precise tuning of the ASM
memory system seems appropriate.

ARM engages the olfactory pathway in a different way
than ASM
On the molecular level, the cAMP/PKA signaling pathway is es-
sential within KCs for support of consolidated ARM, and ARM-
specific dopaminergic neurons convey US-related impulses onto
the olfactory pathway at the level of KCs (Yamazaki et al., 2010;
Plaçais et al., 2012). Thus, ARM and its appropriate STM mem-
ory precursor seem to be encoded within the same circuitry than
labile ASM, but in a way that sustains amnestic cooling. More-
over, our data show that both memories are encoded in parallel
and that dnc1-sensitive cAMP signals serve a different function
from rut-dependent detection of CS/US convergence. Even
more, dnc-PDE4 affects GABAergic LNs of the ALs, a central
computation unit of the olfactory pathway, without affecting
performance of rut-dependent ASM. We suggest that this double
dissociation of cAMP signals is informative for how memory is
processed within the olfactory pathway.

Synaptic plasticity at the level of the ALs has been associ-
ated with olfactory memory in the honeybee (Faber et al.,

1999; Müller, 2000; Fernandez et al., 2009), while in Drosoph-
ila the major focus has been on MBs. However, Yu and Davis
(2004) reported experience-dependent plasticity at the level of
the ALs in a Drosophila imaging preparation that resembles
associative odor learning. Experience-dependent plasticity of
Drosophila courtship has also been reported to require ALs
(McBride et al., 1999; Hallem and Carlson, 2004), suggesting
conserved functions for associative memory formation within
the insect olfactory pathway.

While olfactory information is computed, its neuronal repre-
sentation dramatically changes as impulses pass through the dif-
ferent layers of the olfactory pathway: at the level of ALs, there is
a compact representation that is transformed to a sparse repre-
sentation at the level of KCs (Jortner et al., 2007; Turner et al.,
2008; Papadopoulou et al., 2011). This transformation is criti-
cally dependent on GABAergic inhibition by antennal lobe LNs
that mediate inhibitory feedback onto PNs (Wilson et al., 2004;
Wilson and Laurent, 2005). It is the stage of LNs where dnc-PDE4
is required for support of consolidated ARM and we speculate
that dnc1-sensitive cAMP signals interfere with regulation of
GABAergic feedback inhibition. Dnc mutants exhibit persistently
activated K� channels that mimic synaptic potentiation at the
larval NMJ (Delgado et al., 1991; Zhong and Wu, 1991). It is thus
possible that facilitated GABAergic inhibition within dnc1 mu-
tants interferes with the odor representation at the level of PNs—
and thus with impulses that are transposed to the MBs. The PN
response, however, holds a temporal dynamic as GABA hyperpo-
larizes PNs via two different conductances that shape odor re-
sponses on different time scales (Wilson and Laurent, 2005). It is
tempting to speculate that GABAA-sensitive, fast PN responses
are misrelated in the dnc1 mutant and that KCs fail to represent
the full dynamic spectrum of the olfactory CS. Intriguingly, the
Drosophila Bruchpilot protein is required within KCs to support

Figure7. Distinct distribution of cAMP-dependent plasticity within the olfactory pathway separates consolidated ARM and labile ASM. A, cAMP signals derived from rut-AC1 (red) localize to KCs of the�/�
and � type to support labile ASM (B). dnc1-sensitive cAMP signals localize to KCs of either the �/�, � or prime type (green-gray) and LNs of the ALs (green). It remains to be determined if the KC layer receives
differently computed odor representations from the AL. DNs, Dopaminergic neurons; DPM, dorsal paired medial neuron; DA, dopamine; 5-HT, serotonin; amn, amnesiac peptide.
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ARM but not ASM, in line with its proposed function to facilitate
efficient vesicle release at low-frequency stimulation (Knapek et
al., 2011). We hypothesize that KCs process fast and slow repre-
sentations of the olfactory CS differently (Fig. 7B).

ARM requires convergent function of dnc-PDE4 within LNs
of the ALs and KCs of the MBs. At the level of MBs, however its
requirement is divergently distributed between KCs of the �/�, �
and prime lobes, thus an opposite requirement than convergent
rut-AC1 function. We speculate that dnc1-sensitive cAMP signals
might be involved in regulation of a KC-LN feedback loop, the
existence of which is well supported by physiological data. How-
ever, its anatomical requirements remain unidentified (Hu et al.,
2010). Redundant top-down modulation of antennal lobe func-
tion by feedback from either lobe system might be advantageous
given that odors are represented in parallel within the different
lobe systems (Turner et al., 2008). In this scenario, dnc1-sensitive
plasticity at the level of KCs would not interfere with rut-
dependent encoding of ASM but specifically affect the computa-
tion of CS-related impulses feeding into ARM formation.

Genetic handles to aid in dissection of the
cAMP-signaling network
By means of cellular cAMP levels the dnc1 allele classifies as weak
hypomorph as judged from the twofold increased in dnc1 mu-
tants and eightfold increased in the strong dncML allele (Davis,
1996). Regardless of cellular cAMP levels, however those two
mutants exhibit equally impaired odor learning (Dauwalder and
Davis, 1995), suggesting that overall cellular cAMP levels and
impaired odor learning are functionally independent. From a
geneticist�s perspective, the dnc locus is a large locus (
 148 kb)
encoding 14 transcripts that all share a unique PDE domain (Qiu
and Davis, 1993; Qiu et al., 1991) that is targeted by the UAS-
RNAi dnc construct. The UAS-dnc� rescue construct (Cheung et
al., 1999) contained a short cDNA that codes for the PDE domain
but lack the specific N-terminal domains of the native transcripts
(Qiu and Davis, 1993). So more refined genetic tools are desirable
if one aims to allocate particular functions to specific transcripts.

From a biochemical perspective, dnc and rut mutants affect
very different aspects of cellular cAMP signaling; while rut1 mu-
tants specifically lack a Ca 2�-dependent cAMP signal, dnc1 af-
fects the breakdown of cAMP and mutants have elevated levels of
second messenger (Davis, 1996) which will affect downstream
signals, e.g., PKA or EPAC. Moreover, multiple other PDEs and
ACs are known within the Drosophila genome (Maas et al., 2005;
Day et al., 2008), with their functional implication in associative
odor learning still undetermined. Thus it appears that cellular
cAMP signaling involved in aversive odor learning is more com-
plex that originally thought.
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